
 

Ok, so I am not the only one who has had issues getting Ultra Copier to work right. There is a thread on the software's online discussion board that goes into some of these issues, but it's pretty long because it has over 250 posts. What I want to do is summarize the problems people are having with Ultra Copier and what you can do about them. If you're having any similar problems or just want to know
what others have tried in case it helps, scroll down… -First off, there are several different types of users who were all trying to use this software. I'm going to give a brief description of these users to give a better idea of their problems. There are the "serious computer people" who want a fast, efficient, and intelligent program that can copy large amounts of data. Then there are "power users" who like
the ability to make quick copies when they need them. Finally, there are noobs (noobs ftw!) who use this software for fun and don't really know how it works. I thought I was one of these types when I first got it (who doesn't like fun?!). -The "serious computer people" use the software for production purposes. They copy massive amounts of data, format/disk to disk, or other tasks that require speed.
The "power users" use the software for fun, like copying their music files around, making quick backups of data files, or other things that won't affect their productivity too much. Then there are "noob" users who use this program for all sorts of things (copy music to CD-R or burn CDs, make bootable CDs). -The first issue is the way the program handles multiple files together. What usually
happened was two copies would be made in different spots until they could find something to copy. The noobs were having issues because they were copying files that the program didn't think could be copied. The "serious computer people" couldn't get it to copy two or more files at once unless they put them together in the same folder, which defeats the purpose of this software! -So what can you do
about these problems? First off, try uninstalling and reinstalling after you make sure all files are deleted (if your uninstall program doesn't do this for you). Also try using the demo version to make sure it works correctly. If it still doesn't work right out of the box, try setting up a few different folders with different size limitations (200 MB should be enough). Also try copying the file to different
folders or different drives before you start copying. And if that doesn't work, then copy each file one at a time till you find the right combination that works. -The next issue is the different folders being created when AutoFolderSettings are enabled. This is another problem used by both noobs and "serious computer people", but only the serious computer people were having problems with it. The
noobs didn't have any issues because they were simply copying files to different folders in their program folder. The problems for the "serious computer people" are when they are copying files in specific locations (that aren't necessarily in their program folder).
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